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This manual provides guidance on evaluating the condition of the concrete in a structure, relating the condition of the concrete to the underlying cause or causes of that condition, selecting an appropriate
repair material and method for any deficiency found, and using the selected materials and methods to repair or rehabilitate the structure. Guidance is also included on maintenance of concrete and on
preparation of concrete investigation reports for repair and rehabilitation projects. Considerations for certain specialized types of rehabilitation projects are also given.
EM 385-1-1. Establishes safety regulations to be enforced at all Army Corps of Engineers projects.
Follow the Path to Success in Federal Construction Contracting Opportunities abound in federal government construction contracting, but the devil is in the details. Companies performing work for the federal
government must plan and operate based on very specific guidelines and regulations. Knowing how to work within those strict parameters makes the difference between success and failure. Federal
Construction Contracting Made Easy is your road map to successfully identifying, planning, and completing government construction projects. This book guides you in finding opportunities, preparing winning
proposals, and staying in compliance on construction projects. It is the one resource you will need to work in this competitive arena. The book provides guidance on: • Understanding the Federal Acquisition
Regulation and knowing when and how to use it for your benefit and protection • Preparing quality control and safety programs that comply with federal regulations and processes • Determining when a
change order is required and how to price and properly process • Identifying a claim and knowing how to process it Federal Construction Contracting Made Easy is an invaluable resource for construction
firms, architect/engineer firms, subcontractors, and vendors that want to do business with the federal government. Plus! A handy glossary of terms is included. Bonus: Federal Construction Contracting Made
Easy: A Field Guide to the FAR is available as a supplement for project superintendents.
Over 3,700 total pages ... The Manuals and Publications included: IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE (IED) W3H0005XQ STUDENT HANDOUT IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE (IED) B3L0487XQ-DM
STUDENT HANDOUT MOTORIZED CONVOY OPERATIONS B4P0573XQ-DM STUDENT HANDOUT TECHNICAL MANUAL ARMY AMMUNITION DATA SHEETS FOR DEMOLITION MATERIALS
TECHNICAL MANUAL OPERATORS AND ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE MANUAL (INCLUDING REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS LIST) DEMOLITION MATERIALS IMPROVISED
EXPLOSIVE DEVICE (IED) DEFEAT LAND-MINE WARFARE OPERATOR'S AND UNIT MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR LAND MINES TECHNICAL MANUAL DIRECT SUPPORT AND GENERAL
SUPPORT MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR LAND MINES TECHNICAL MANUAL OPERATOR'S MANUAL FOR BODY ARMOR SET, INDIVIDUAL COUNTERMINE (BASIC) OPERATOR’S MANUAL MINE
FIELD MARKING SET HAND EMPLACEABLE M133 ORDNANCE AND EXPLOSIVES RESPONSE MULTISERVICE PROCEDURES FOR UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE OPERATIONS EOD - MULTISERVICE TACTICS, TECHNIQUES, AND PROCEDURES FOR EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL IN A JOINT ENVIRONMENT Physical Security of Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives DOD
AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVES SAFETY STANDARDS INDIVIDUAL TRAINING STANDARDS (ITS) SYSTEM FOR AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL OCCUPATIONAL FIELD
(OCCFLD) 23 EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL (EOD) PROGRAM LIST OF STORAGE AND OUTLOADING DRAWINGS AND AMMUNITION Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards DOE
Explosives Safety Manual Individual Tasks, EQT (Explosives Hazards) Ammunition Handbook: Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Munitions Handlers Mine/Countermine Operations Munitions Handling
During Deployed Operations – 101

This guidance manual prescribes the requirements of the Radiation Protection Program of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) contained in Engineer Regulation (ER) 385-1-80,
Radiation Protection, and Engineer Manual (EM) 385-1-1, Safety and Health Requirements Manual. It is to be used when activities utilize or handle radioactive material (which includes
radioactive wastes) or a radiation generating device.
As the result of disposal practices from the early to mid-twentieth century, approximately 250 sites in 40 states, the District of Columbia, and 3 territories are known or suspected to have buried
chemical warfare materiel (CWM). Much of this CWM is likely to occur in the form of small finds that necessitate the continuation of the Army's capability to transport treatment systems to
disposal locations for destruction. Of greatest concern for the future are sites in residential areas and large sites on legacy military installations. The Army mission regarding the remediation of
recovered chemical warfare materiel (RCWM) is turning into a program much larger than the existing munition and hazardous substance cleanup programs. The Army asked the Nation
Research Council (NRC) to examine this evolving mission in part because this change is significant and becoming even more prominent as the stockpile destruction is nearing completion.
One focus in this report is the current and future status of the Non-Stockpile Chemical Material Project (NSCMP), which now plays a central role in the remediation of recovered chemical
warfare materiel and which reports to the Chemical Materials Agency. Remediation of Buried Chemical Warfare Materiel also reviews current supporting technologies for cleanup of CWM sites
and surveys organizations involved with remediation of suspected CWM disposal sites to determine current practices and coordination. In this report, potential deficiencies in operational areas
based on the review of current supporting technologies for cleanup of CWM sites and develop options for targeted research and development efforts to mitigate potential problem areas are
identified.
Every three years, worldwide forensics experts gather at the Interpol Forensic Science Symposium to exchange ideas and discuss scientific advances in the field of forensic science and
criminal justice. Drawn from contributions made at the latest gathering in Lyon, France, Interpol's Forensic Science Review is a one-source reference providing a comp
A guide for constructing and using composite indicators for policy makers, academics, the media and other interested parties. In particular, this handbook is concerned with indicators which
compare and rank country performance.
Construction Safety Planning David V. MacCollum Construction Safety Planning is a comprehensive, practical, step-by-step guide for those who design and oversee large and small projects. Designed to
facilitate compliance with new OSHA objectives, it presents, for those who are responsible for construction safety, what questions to ask in order to avoid conditions that invite injury or death on site. The book
shows how to integrate safety planning into existing design and construction scheduling in order to avoid duplicating paperwork that is normally associated with safety planning. Advice is given on how to
involve all supervisory personnel as hazard hunters, so that timely prevention measures can be taken. Author David V. MacCollum is a forty-five-year veteran safety engineer who participated in the
development of safety planning concepts used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on big dam projects in the Pacific Northwest during the 1950s. In this clearly written reference he highlights the concepts
and practices that reduced construction deaths by 75 percent and are today still enabling the Corps of Engineers to enjoy the same reduction nationwide, when compared to similar work not under its
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supervision--the end result being savings of several billion dollars each year. The risk of death on the job for construction workers is five times greater than that of the average American worker. A new OSHA
era will change that. With this book, everyone working in the field of construction--from design to maintenance--will have the tools and knowledge to make a difference.
This manual provides guidance on performing detailed site surveys of military installation facilities and civil works projects. Technical specifications, procedural guidance, and quality control criteria are
outlined for developing large-scale site plans used for engineering drawings of planned projects, or detailed as-built feature mapping of completed facilities.
1. Purpose. To implement policy changes recommended by the Naval Inspector General (NAVINSGEN) to Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Special Assistant for Safety Matters (OPNAV (N09F)) and to
define and outline the conduct and reporting of the self-assessment process for safety and occupational health (SOH) programs. 1. PURPOSE. The Marine Corps Occupational Safety and Health (OSH)
Program Manual promulgates the requirements and establishes procedures to implement the reference. 2. INFORMATION. This Manual and all references provide the requirements and guidance for
commanders and Marine Corps OSH Program professionals to identify and manage risk, maintain safe and healthful operational environments, and meet the Mission Essential Task List (METL) requirements.
3. SCOPE. This Manual is applicable to all Marine Corps activities, including nonappropriated fund activities and operations that are under the sponsorship of the Marine Corps Community Services (MCCS)
Director or unit MCCS officers for the purposes of morale, welfare and recreation. This Manual shall also apply to activities that are involved in the acquisition, operation, sponsorship or maintenance of all
facilities, activities, and programs. CMC (SD) will provide guidance, upon request, for program responsibilities on contractors, e.g., public-private venture, etc. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Manual is effective
the date signed. Prior to implementation of this Manual, activities must, where applicable, discharge their labor relation's obligations. Assistance and guidance may be obtained from CMC (MPC).
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
This comprehensive reference book addresses the questions and problems of cultural resource archaeology for graduate students and practicing archaeological field workers. Neumann and Sanford use their
decades of field experience to discuss in great detail the complex processes involved in conducting a CRM project. Dealing with everything from law to logistics, archival research to zoological analysis,
project proposals to report production, they provide an invaluable sourcebook for archaeologists who do contract work in the United States. After introducing the legal and ethical aspects of cultural resources
management, the authors describe the processes of designing a proposal and contracting for work, doing background research, conducting assessment, testing, mitigation work (Phase I, II, and III),
laboratory analysis, and preparing reports for project sponsors. The volume's emphasis on practical problems, use of extensive examples, and detailed advice on a host of subjects make it an ideal training
manual and reference tool for archaeologists and field schools.

EM-385-1-1 manual is vital in getting and maintaining work on government contracts. It includes all safety and health requirements for all Corps of Engineers activities and operations,
including Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) construction and Department of Defense projects.
This guidance manual prescribes the requirements of the Radiation Protection Program of the US Army Corps of Engineers.
This manual prescribes the safety and health requirements for all Corps of Engineers activities and operations. This manual applies to Headquarters, US Army Corps of Engineers
(HQUSACE) elements, major subordinate commands, districts, centers, laboratories, and field operating activities (FOA), as well as USACE contracts and those administered on behalf of
USACE. Applicability extends to occupational exposure for missions under the command of the Chief of Engineers, whether accomplished by military, civilian, or contractor personnel.
Environmental Quality: Radiation Protection Manual ( Engineer Manual Em 385-1-80)

Over 2,900 total pages ... Contains the following publications: 1. NAVY SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM MANUAL 2. NAVY SAFETY AND
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH (SOH) PROGRAM MANUAL FOR FORCES AFLOAT 3. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (DON) FALL-PROTECTION GUIDE 4. Air Force
Consolidated Occupational Safety Instruction 5. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers SAFETY AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
This is the only authoritative textbook on metabolic measurement of animals, ranging in mass from fruit flies to whales. It integrates a rigorous theoretical background with
detailed practical guidelines for making actual measurements in the field and laboratory.
Over 1,400 total slides and pages …. 1. Examples Of Included Presentation Topics: Introduction to OSHA Fall Protection - OSHA 10-hour Outreach Training General Industry
Scaffolding Design For Construction Safety Fall Protection Training Fall Protection Refresher Orientation Is This a Fall Hazard? Construction Safety Slips, Trips, and Falls
Awareness Training 2. Examples Of Included Publication Topics: DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (DON) FALL-PROTECTION GUIDE Safety Standards for Scaffolds Used in the
Construction Industry FALL PROTECTION IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION OSHA Training Institute Construction Focus Four: Fall Hazards Fall Hazards Personal Fall Arrest
System Checklist - Student Copy Construction Focus Four: Fall Hazards Student Handouts Small Business Handbook Reducing Falls During Residential Construction: ReRoofing Portable Ladder Safety
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